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Creative Brief

Project Name
Horror Survival Game: Fragmented

Theme and Inspiration
This game idea was inspired by recent succesful horror games such as “The Last of Us”, “Resident 
Evil” series, “Outlast”, and the online game survival game, “The Nether.” Most of these games has 
this ongoing them of “apocalytic world” and “collapse of society” setting which requires the player 
to take appropriate actions to survive and progress through the story. The Last of Us and The Nether, 
in particular, induced the feeling of scarcity and hostility is at every corner in which enhanced the 
absolute caution or tension element in horror games. I wanted the game to have similar punishing 
enviornments where slight mistakes can significantly delay the progression (Of course with proper 
difficulty adjustment) of a specific level and potentially endangers the player.

Initial Ideas
At first, I am indecisive on what type of project i wanted to do. My intial idea was re-designing a website 
for a game or create an original game idea webpage. However, I did not have a solid image to resolute 
these ideas. Until I remebered last year’s high rating survival game called The Last of Us, then I was 
have this idea for a horror/survival game.



Image From:
http://www.officialplaystationmagazine.co.uk/tag/resident-
evil-6/

Image From:
http://www.gamespot.com/outlast/

Image From:
http://news.softpedia.com/newsImage/The-Last-of-Us-Out-in-
2013-Gets-Gameplay-Video-and-New-Screenshots-9.jpg/

Image From:
http://www.gamespot.com/articles/a-journey-to-the-nether-
regions-of-the-mutant-apocalypse/1100-6414392/

Resident Evil 6

Outlast
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Inspired by
•  Mutant storyline with a evil master mind.
•  Puzzles and mazes.

Inspired by
•  Psychopahtic storyline with a evil master mind.
•  Mazes and limited vision.
•  Constantly chased.
•  Absolute vulnerability and cannot retaliate.

Inspired by
•  (Plot) Ruins after disaster and new social have established
•  Resource scarcity.
•  Extremely dangerous close combat.
•  Stealth and strategic positioning.

Inspired by
•  Pvp (Player vs Player) and Pve (Player vs Environment) experience.
•  Scaverage of resources.
•  Unknow territory.
•  Punishing deaths.



Jessica Theone
Age: 23

Occupation: Office Manager

Gaming Platforms: Ps4, Xbox

Gaming Hours: 4- 6 hrs per week
Cusual gamer who likes to play on the weekends to relieve 
stress. Prefers competitive games and collabortive gaming 
experiences. She personaly loves games with in depth plots 
and impactful characters.

David Anybody
Age: 24

Occupation: Pro Gamer

Gaming Platforms: Ps4, Ps3, Psp, Xbox, Pc

Gaming Hours: 5-8 hrs per day

Extreme gamer who likes to play the with efficiency 
and humorous entertainment. He also likes to commit 
to fans in playing horror games that provides series of 
jumpscares and various contraptions.



Target Audience
General Targets

Generally 16 or older can play this game since most of the content contains gore and 
various horror elements. The game was designed for thrill seeking gamers who par-
ticularly likes challenging experiences and omnious atmosphere and collaborative 
gameplays. 

Personas

Tomas Somebody
Age: 25

Occupation: Youtube Gamer

Gaming Platforms: Ps4, Xbox, Pc

Gaming Hours: 4- 6 hrs per day

Primarly plays horror games as entertainment as a youtuber. Usually com-
mentate along with gameplay to express thrilling conversations in attempt to 
brighten the mood or the attract laughters. He likes to play competitive 
games when engaging in online gaming experience



Type Face and Color
Trajan Pro
From Headers and Selection menu
 The typeface is modernized with sharp and refined shape. It is very 
apropriate for this Post Apocalyptic senerio as this typeface is originated 
from ancient times.

Times New Roman
For sub-selections and descriptions
 This typeface are quite commonly used in articles and news. It provides very clear identification 
of the shape and is well complemented with sharp edged headings like Trajan Pro.

Colors

Green is the primary themed color, since I created the main logo as form of biological virus like 
image. Green The other colors are meant to complement green to mute the colors of the entire 
menu screen to provide a very subtle effect.

#6DBD44 #84CFC8 #A7A9AB #FFFFFF
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Rejected Screen


